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The Ripley is Ibis’ first 29in bike. The frame 
is a highly evolved and subtly practical 
carbon composite affair and the marketing 
says the aim was ‘to bring the advantages of 
a 29in wheel to a lightweight, nimble and 
fun trail bike’. We think Ibis has managed 
that perfectly. After initially developing a 
100mm model Ibis decided that 120mm was 
the perfect amount of rear wheel travel for 
such a bike, but still wanted it to feel good 
with either a 120 or 140mm fork to suit a big 
range of terrain and ride styles. Ibis specifies 
a 51mm offset fork (46mm is more usual) 
and Fox is making a 120/140mm adjustable 
TALAS model for the Ripley. Mr Dave ‘DW-
Link’ Weagle helped considerably in the bike’s 
development, as he did with the established 
Mojo family, but the Ripley is unlike other 
DW-Link bikes. Instead of having two 
obvious linkages between the main frame and 
the swingarm, it has two axles that arc inside 
eccentric links neatly hidden away inside the 
base of the seat tube.

Some riders, the test ringmaster 
included, are obsessed with clutter-free 
frames, so the idea of having the ride-dictating 
suspension pivots hidden away in the seat 
tube is very appealing. OK, looks aren’t the 
whole story - but the swoopy but tidy carbon 
shapes that create the Ripley’s mainframe and 
swing arm are an almost perfect reflection of 
how it feels on the trail. Odd but true. The 
finer detail is well executed, with full outer 
gear cables routed through the fat head tube, 
guides for a dropper post, two sets of bottle 
bosses, quality pivot bearings and a swingarm 

Frame only: £2,650. Complete bike as tested: about £5,225.
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mount for the front mech that allows it to 
track the chainrings and stay clear of the 
tyre. There are no chain device tabs but we’d 
imagine the Ripley will have limited appeal 
to hard slammers, although it’s remarkably 
capable of crossing over into that territory 
when needs arise.  

Trail Notes.
Those eccentric micro-pivots obviously dictate 
the motion arc of the swingarm as the shock 
compresses and extends: look at ‘Ibis Ripley 
Movie’ on YouTube if you want to see how. 
The pedal and anti-squat efficiency is good 
enough to make the Climb/Trail/Descend 
lever on the Fox rear shock irrelevant. Once 
you’ve found the right shock pressure (about 
10psi less than your body weight is a good 
starting point) and rebound damping, the 
Ripley squirts up climbs even with the shock 
in descend mode. More remarkably in terms 
of pure performance satisfaction, if you ease 
off the pedal power and unweight the bike as 
you roll into a bump, then re-weight it and 
push on the pedals again as you roll down 
the other side, you get a very obvious speed 
surge, effectively free speed when you ride 
the bumps right. We’ve experienced this on 
a few fast and light 26in bikes but never in 
such a pronounced way on a 29. The same 
suspension kinematics result in wonderfully 
pert acceleration out of every corner. 
Combined with a very short back end and 
relatively sprightly steering (with a 120mm 
fork), this makes the Ripley feel more like a 
lively 26in bike.

The real beauty of the Ripley is that it 
still has the ‘sat low between the wheel centres’ 
stability and silky-smooth roll confidence that 
has made big wheelers increasingly popular. 
Despite its anti-squat characteristics under 
heavy pedal and brake loads, the suspension 
still muffles the pitter-pattery stuff, but it’s 
at its best, and superbly well controlled, 
when you’re hammering along rock and 
root-infested trails. There’s no interference 
in pedal power and there’s enough balanced 
poise to throw your weight around as you 
sweep through the twists and turns and stand 
to power up the climbs. But its progressive 
compression is bottomless enough to get 
you out of trouble on the incidental hits that 
occur when you get carried away with the fun 
of it all and hurtle headlong and head-strong 
into underestimated rock gardens.

In short, the Ripley does almost 
everything extremely well. You’ll need to 
be aware of pedal/ground clearance when 
attacking rocky steps, which is not unusual 
on a bike with a 13in static bottom bracket 
height (and which otherwise helps in the 
stability stakes). With a 120mm travel fork it’s 
best suited to those who really value powerful, 
pedally trail speed, to the extent where it 
would be competitive in a cross-country race. 
Long days in the saddle on challenging terrain 
are its dream territory, but short blasts in the 
local woods have been equally enticing, with a 
couple of rides where the word ‘sublime’ was 
uttered. If you’re looking for harder hitting 
abilities you can just plug in a 140mm fork. 
The back end can certainly take it.

Frame // Carbon DW-Link , Fox Float Boost Valve 120mm

Fork // Fox Float 29 Factory Kashima 120mm
Hubs // Easton
Rims // Easton EC90 29
Tyres // Specialized Ground Control/Fast Trak 2.1in
Chainset // E Thirteen The Hive double plus bashguard

Front Mech // Shimano XT
Rear Mech // Shimano XT
Shifters // Shimano XT 2 x 10
Brakes // Shimano XT
Stem // Easton
Bars // Easton 28in
Grips // Lock-on
Seatpost // KS Lev
Saddle // fi’zi:k Tundra
Size Tested // Large (19in)
Sizes Available // S, M, L, XL
Weight // 26.8lb (12.1kg) without pedals
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Jenn’s shorts were white once!


